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3 questions, 15 points total. Time for the quiz: 15 minutes.

(0) What is your name?

(1) [5 points] You’ve just asked your computer to resolve a Internet name, and sud-
denly you realize that you entered the wrong name: to save time, you decide to cancel
your resolution request immediately rather than wait until it completes. Considering
the two types of DNS requests, iterative and recursive, which would be more efficient
in terms of network resources (such as latency, bandwidth, server load) at dealing with
your cancellation? Explain why one or the other might be more efficient.

When the lookup is recursive, the work is being done by DNS servers while
your own host waits for the response. Just aborting the lookup wouldn’t imme-
diately halt an in-progress lookup at the DNS servers — they could do consid-
erable work on your behalf even as you’ve gone on to do other things. However,
if the processing is iterative, your own host drives the DNS processing, so if
you kill this processing, it stops quickly.

(2) [5 points] For what practical purposes might the HEAD method of HTTP be useful?

Using the HEAD method you can discover attributes of a content object (web
page, graphical image, etc) without fetching that object. It’s useful for debug-
ging, for testing last-change dates, object sizes, and so on.

(3) [5 points] Consider a situation where a web client in some large business orga-
nization submits an HTTP GET request to a web server and suppose that the client is
configured to use a forward proxy. This forward proxy is situated with a firewall using
NAT to connect to an ISP, and that ISP uses an interception proxy. When the client gets
the response to the GET, how can the client find out whether or not the response came
from a content server or came instead from a cache?

The best answer is that the client cannot determine whether the response came
from cache rather than the content server. However, liberal partial (nearly
full) credit for answers that show you know something about how web caching
works, and that it could be in the browser, at a forward, reverse, or interception
proxy.


